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I. Introduction 

A trade secrets case can present the trade secret’s owner with a daunting paradox. The objective of trade secrets litigation is 
to protect the owner’s trade secrets, but the litigation process itself can threaten the secrecy that is the essence of the property 
right at issue. In Texas, as well as other jurisdictions, there exists a strong presumption in favor of public access to judicial 
proceedings. Yet, unfettered public access in trade secrets cases may result in disclosure of the secrets and possible 
destruction of the very property rights the lawsuit was brought to protect. This inherent tension, together with the lack of 
reported precedent in Texas for *356 excluding the public from at least parts of a civil trial to prevent the disclosure of trade 
secrets, presents a problem for the practitioner. 



 

 

  
This article will explore a litigant’s unique need to protect trade secrets from public disclosure at trial, and suggest an 
appropriate standard in Texas for closing the courtroom to the public. The first part of the article will explain the necessity of 
preventing the disclosure of trade secrets during the course of litigation. Next, the article will explain why often-used 
procedures, such as protective orders and sealing court records, may not fully protect trade secrets at trial. The article will 
then explore federal precedent allowing restrictions on courtroom access to protect trade secrets. Finally, the article will 
suggest a standard for closing the courtroom in Texas based on federal precedent and Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 76a, 
which governs the sealing of court records. 
  

II. Protecting Trade Secrets During Litigation 

Federal law, as well as the substantive laws of every state, recognizes that protection of trade secrets is vital to encourage 
innovation.1 The need to protect trade secrets is particularly acute in the high technology sectors of the United States 
economy.2 
The ability of American business to compete effectively in the global marketplace depends on continued innovation and on 
meaningful protection for intellectual property and research and development. If incentives to experiment and develop new 
products, technologies, and services are undermined, American companies will be unable to compete against foreign 
businesses even in the United States, let alone abroad.3 
  
  
Despite universal acknowledgment of the need to safeguard trade secrets, that need can be easily overlooked in the vagaries 
and competing pressures of the litigation process. However, because trade secrets are particularly vulnerable during litigation, 
owners need to take special care not only to prosecute or defend their cases, but also to guard against the disclosure of their 
trade secrets during the litigation process. 
  

A. The Nature of Trade Secrets 

Trade secrets consist of any formula, pattern, device, or compilation of information used in business that gives the owners an 
opportunity to obtain an advantage over competitors who do not know or use the trade secrets.4 The subject *357 matter of a 
trade secret must, as its name implies, be kept secret. Persons other than the owner may know of the secret. For example, 
confidential disclosures to employees or others pledged to secrecy will not destroy the status of the trade secret. Nevertheless, 
a substantial element of secrecy must exist.5 
  
While a precise definition of a trade secret is not possible, courts often consider a non-exclusive list of factors to determine 
whether information is, in fact, a trade secret. These factors include: 
  
(1) The extent to which the information is known outside the owner’s business; 
  
(2) The extent to which the information is known to the owner’s employees and others involved in the owner’s business; 
  
(3) The extent of measures taken by the owner to guard the secrecy of the information; 
  
(4) The value of the information to the owner and its competitors; 
  
(5) The amount of effort or money the owner expended in developing the information; and 
  
(6) The ease or difficulty with which the information could be properly acquired or duplicated by others.6 As the list 
demonstrates, the de facto secrecy of information and the owner’s continued efforts to maintain secrecy are the key 
ingredients of a trade secret. 
  
Although trade secrets may elude precise definition, they are nevertheless valuable property.7 However, as the United States 
Supreme Court has recognized, once secrecy is lost, the property interest is forever destroyed: 
The right to exclude others is generally “one of the most essential sticks in the bundle of rights that are commonly 
characterized as property.” With respect to a trade secret, the right to exclude others is central to the very definition of the 



 

 

property interest. Once the data that constitute a trade secret are disclosed to others, ... the holder of the trade secret has lost 
his property interest in the data.8 *358 The Texas Supreme Court has also recognized the primacy of secrecy, as well as the 
need to protect trade secrets from disclosure during litigation. In Dallas Morning News v. Fifth Court of Appeals,9 the court 
considered a challenge by the media to an appellate court order that temporarily sealed trial exhibits containing trade secrets 
during the pendency of the trial. The court rejected the media’s free speech and press claims, and the majority opinion stated 
that, absent measures such as the appellate court’s restrictions on public access to the trial exhibits, “little purpose would be 
served by suing based on a theft of trade secrets or invasion of privacy because the litigation itself would guarantee that both 
interests would be destroyed.”10 
  
  
In General Tire, Inc. v. Kepple,11 the Texas Supreme Court again held that public access to documents containing trade 
secrets should be limited. The court reviewed a trial court’s denial of a motion to seal trade secret information produced 
during discovery and found error in the lower court’s decision to allow public interest groups immediate access to the 
documents.12 The court reasoned that preliminary disclosure of the information could compromise the effectiveness of a later 
sealing order and could even render the controversy moot.13 
  
Neither Dallas Morning News nor Kepple involved a request to close trial proceedings to the public. The underlying lawsuits 
in both cases involved products liability claims and did not raise the issue of restricting public access at trials, presumably 
because it was possible to try the products claims without disclosing any trade secrets to spectators in the courtroom.14 In 
other cases, especially those involving trade secret misappropriation claims, it may be impossible to try a case effectively 
without verbally disclosing trade secrets through the testimony of fact and expert witnesses, or without publicly displaying 
the trade secrets in exhibits and demonstrative graphics. Thus, while the decisions in Dallas Morning News and Kepple 
support sealing court records in the interest of protecting trade secrets, neither case had occasion to address the central 
concern of this article: whether Texas courts can restrict public access to trials in order to prevent the disclosure of trade 
secrets. 
  
In Texas, litigation, especially trials, can result in the destruction of trade secrets because court records and judicial 
proceedings are presumptively open to the *359 public.15 Federal courts also recognize a presumption in favor of public 
access.16 But, the inherent tension between the need to preserve secrecy in trade secrets litigation and the presumption of 
public access to judicial proceedings is not irreconcilable. There is a trade secrets exception to the presumption of openness 
that is embodied in federal case law, as well as embedded in Texas Rule of Evidence 507 and parts of Texas Rule of Civil 
Procedure 76a.17 To minimize the risk of disclosing trade secrets or fueling an argument that the secrets have been waived 
during litigation, trade secrets owners should invoke the protections afforded by the trade secrets exception. 
  

B. Potential Loss of Secrecy 

Several reported decisions outside Texas have addressed the claim that trade secrets are destroyed or waived by disclosure 
during pending or prior litigation. The prevailing view is that trade secrets are not automatically destroyed by such a 
disclosure as long as the owner took reasonable measures to maintain the secrecy of the information. 
  
Recently, in Hoechst Diafoil Co. v. Nan Ya Plastics Corp.,18 the defendant filed a motion for summary judgment, arguing that 
the plaintiff’s trade secret misappropriation claim should fail because a twenty-eight page description of the technology at 
issue had been found in an unsealed court file from a previous litigation.19 The United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth 
Circuit rejected the defendant’s argument, finding that the plaintiff had taken reasonable measures to preserve the secrecy of 
its trade secret information in the prior litigation.20 These measures included obtaining a protective order in the earlier case 
requiring that all *360 documents related to the technology be filed under seal.21 Although the twenty-eight page description 
was inadvertently filed unsealed, the court held that the mere presence of that document in the open court record did not 
automatically destroy its secrecy.22 However, the court did caution that secrecy might have been lost if there was evidence 
that the trade secret information had been published elsewhere.23 
  
Similarly, trade secret status is not necessarily destroyed by disclosure during pending litigation. In Gates Rubber Co. v. 
Bando Chemical Industries, Ltd.,24 the defendant claimed on appeal that the secrecy of certain mathematical constants used 
with the plaintiff’s computer program was destroyed because the constants were disclosed during an injunction hearing in the 
district court.25 The United States Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit held that secrecy was not lost as a result of the 
disclosure because the plaintiff took reasonable safeguards during the hearing, such as monitoring the presence of observers 



 

 

in the courtroom.26 In addition, the plaintiff also filed a post-hearing request to place the injunction hearing record under 
seal.27 
  
The consequence of failing to protect trade secret information during litigation is illustrated by Littlejohn v. Bic Corp.,28 
although the information primarily at issue in that case was confidential business information, not trade secrets.29 Cynthia 
Littlejohn filed a products liability claim against Bic Corporation, and the court entered a protective order during discovery 
designed to protect Bic’s trade secrets and other confidential information from public disclosure.30 Under the protective order, 
Bic’s confidential materials were available only to the court and counsel, and the materials were to be maintained under 
seal.31 
  
*361 At the liability phase of the products trial, Littlejohn introduced exhibits covered by the protective order.32 Bic did not 
object to the admission of the exhibits or raise the issue of confidentiality.33 The parties settled the case before the damages 
phase of the trial, and Bic made a post-settlement attempt to seal the trial record. However, the district court refused to grant 
Bic’s belated request.34 
  
After the lawsuit settled, a newspaper sought access to the exhibits containing Bic’s confidential information that were 
admitted at trial.35 The United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit held that the public gained the right of access to 
the exhibits once they were admitted in evidence.36 Bic argued, based on the promise of confidentiality in the court’s 
protective order, that the public should not have access to its confidential materials.37 However, the court found that Bic had 
waived its rights under the protective order by failing to raise the issue of confidentiality at trial.38 Although the information 
in Littlejohn was not a trade secret, at least one court has invoked Littlejohn’s rationale in the context of trade secrets 
litigation.39 
  
Littlejohn and the other cases discussed in this section teach that a trade secret owner will significantly reduce the chance of 
destroying its intangible property rights by requesting that the courts protect its trade secrets throughout the course of 
litigation. 
  

C. The Texas and Federal Constitutions 

Trade secrets owners may be entitled to court orders protecting their trade secrets under the Texas and Federal Constitutions. 
The Texas Constitution guarantees trade secret owners, like other litigants, a forum in which to seek redress for injuries to 
their property. The constitutional guarantee for this redress is called the Open Courts provision, which, in contrast to what the 
name suggests, should result in a “closed” courtroom during some parts of a trade secrets trial. The Open Courts provision is 
found in section 13 of the Texas Bill of Rights, and provides in *362 part: “All courts shall be open, and every person for an 
injury done him, in his lands, goods, person or reputation, shall have remedy by due course of law.”40 
  
The Open Courts provision is a facet of due process and prohibits unreasonable denials of the right to redress.41 The provision 
is founded on the belief that the legislature lacks the power “to make a remedy by due course of law contingent upon an 
impossible condition.”42 To establish an Open Courts violation, a party must show that a common law cause of action is being 
restricted and that the restriction is unreasonable when balanced against the purpose of the statute.43 To date, the Texas 
Supreme Court has limited the Open Courts provision to legislative enactments.44 However, the judiciary should have no 
more power than the legislature to restrict unreasonably a party’s right to seek redress in Texas courts.45 Conditioning a 
party’s ability to protect trade secrets upon its willingness to disclose and therefore destroy the very property interest the 
party seeks to protect should be beyond judicial power; such an impossible condition could eliminate an entire class of 
claims.46 
  
An example of the Open Courts analysis can be found in State ex rel. Ampco Metal, Inc. v. O’Neill.47 In O’Neill, the plaintiff 
sought an injunction to prevent the defendant from using the plaintiff’s trade secrets.48 The Wisconsin Supreme Court ordered 
the trial judge to take testimony concerning the trade secrets in camera and to seal the record of the hearing.49 The court 
recognized that if the plaintiff had to give evidence in public regarding the nature of its trade secrets, the public disclosure 
would destroy the value of the very trade secrets the plaintiff sought to protect.50 Relying in part on a Wisconsin 
constitutional provision similar to the Texas Open *363 Courts provision,51 the court held that “unless the testimony as to 
plaintiff’s claimed trade secrets be taken in camera, [plaintiff] will be denied any effective remedy for the wrong it has 
sustained, assuming the truth of the allegations of its complaint.”52 A similar analysis under the Texas Open Courts provision 
should lead Texas courts to restrict public attendance and close the courtroom when trade secrets must be revealed at trial.53 



 

 

  
In addition to the Texas Open Courts provision, trade secrets owners seeking to protect their secrets during litigation may 
look to the Federal Takings Clause, which prohibits the taking of private property for public use without just compensation.54 
In Ruckelshaus v. Monsanto Co.,55 the United States Supreme Court held that trade secrets are property deserving protection 
under the Takings Clause.56 Ruckelshaus involved a complaint that certain environmental statutes were unconstitutional 
because they required owners to divulge trade secrets on applications filed with the Environmental Protection Agency, which 
could disclose portions of the data to the public.57 While Ruckelshaus did not involve a court’s refusal to order appropriate 
protective measures during litigation, commentators have argued that the Supreme *364 Court’s recognition of trade secrets 
as property under the Takings Clause lays the foundation for litigants to urge takings claims in response to such judicial 
refusal.58 
  
Unfortunately, the Texas Supreme Court has not interpreted Ruckelshaus as favorably to trade secrets owners. In Garcia v. 
Peeples,59 the court rejected a claim that ordering shared discovery, which contained trade secrets, amounted to an 
unconstitutional deprivation of property.60 In this products liability case, the court stated in a footnote that sharing discovery 
with other plaintiffs asserting similar claims against the same manufacturer would not give the competitors of the trade 
secrets owner a “free ride.”61 Nevertheless, the court advised that the trial judge could require those who wished to share the 
discovery “to certify that they will not release it to competitors or others who would exploit it for their own economic gain.”62 
More than ten years later, in General Tire, Inc. v. Kepple,63 the Texas Supreme Court seized upon this footnote in Peeples and 
without elaboration held that, although trade secrets are property under Texas law, they do not qualify as property under the 
Takings Clause.64 
  
Regardless of the holding in Peeples, litigants undoubtedly are entitled to preserve their trade secrets property rights 
throughout the course of litigation.65 Indeed, a business entity’s only hope of preventing the misuse of its trade secrets 
through the often last-ditch effort of litigation may be a “court’s willingness to exert its full authority to prevent further 
dissemination of the information.”66 Constitutional guarantees, such as the Texas Open Courts provision, should strengthen 
the judiciary’s resolve to afford trade secrets owners adequate protection of their property rights. 
  

*365 III. Exploring the Current Safeguards 

Texas courts may soon find themselves at a crossroads. In the 1990’s, high technology companies streamed into Texas.67 
When these businesses look to Texas courts to enforce their intellectual property rights, including trade secrets, the judicial 
system must be prepared to provide a forum that appropriately balances the presumption in favor of public access to judicial 
proceedings against the countervailing need of litigants to protect their intangible property. Some safeguards are already in 
place, such as protective orders entered by courts during the discovery phase of litigation. In addition, Texas Rule of Civil 
Procedure 76a sets forth the substantive and procedural requirements for sealing court records from the public eye. Yet, these 
safeguards may not be sufficient, particularly when a lawsuit requires that trade secrets be discussed in open court. In this 
situation, Texas courts should allow litigants to conduct some proceedings behind closed doors. 
  

A. Protective Orders 

Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 192.6 and Texas Rule of Evidence 507 authorize Texas trial courts to issue protective orders 
specifically designed to protect trade secrets.68 Texas Rule of Evidence 507, which sets forth this Texas trade secrets 
privilege, provides: 

A person has a privilege ... to refuse to disclose and to prevent other persons from disclosing a trade 
secret owned by a person, if the allowance of the privilege will not tend to conceal fraud or otherwise 
work injustice. When disclosure is directed, the judge shall take such protective measure as the interests 
of the holder of the privilege and of the parties and the furtherance of justice may require.69 The trade 
secrets privilege seeks to accommodate two competing interests.70 First, the privilege recognizes that 
trade secrets are an important property interest worthy of protection.71 Second, the privilege recognizes 
the importance of fair adjudication of lawsuits involving trade secrets by providing a means to elicit facts 
necessary for the full presentation of a case.72 

  
  
*366 If trade secrets must be disclosed to adjudicate a dispute fairly, the trial court should require disclosure subject to an 



 

 

appropriate protective order.73 A protective order may limit those who can review material containing the trade secrets at 
issue, as well as restrict the use of such information to purposes solely related to the underlying lawsuit. For example, a 
protective order can provide that only counsel, the parties, and their respective experts may review the trade secrets 
information during discovery.74 Protective orders may also condition access to trade secrets upon a person’s written 
agreement to keep the information confidential.75 In addition, a protective order can govern how documents containing trade 
secrets are maintained during litigation and disposed of at the conclusion of the litigation.76 
  
While protective orders may sufficiently preserve secrecy during the entire litigation process in some cases that involve trade 
secrets, in other cases in which trade secrets are central to the controversy, protective orders may not provide enough 
protection. The critical factor in every case is whether a discovery product constitutes a court record under Texas Rule of 
Civil Procedure 76a. If so, then the trial court must follow the stricter standards of Rule 76a to shield the information from 
the public.77 Consequently, any time a discovery product qualifies as a court record, a traditional protective order is merely a 
starting point for protecting trade secrets from public disclosure. 
  

B. Sealing Orders 

The next step in protecting trade secrets is to obtain appropriate sealing orders under Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 76a. Rule 
76a provides that court records are presumptively open to the public and defines “court records” as: 

*367 (a) all documents of any nature filed in connection with any matter before any civil court, except: 
  
  
(1) documents filed with a court in camera, solely for the purpose of obtaining a ruling on the discoverability of such 
documents; 
  
(2) documents in court files to which access is otherwise restricted by law; 
  
(3) documents filed in an action originally arising under the Family Code. 
  
.... 
  
(c) discovery, not filed of record, concerning matters that have a probable adverse effect upon the general public health or 
safety, or the administration of public office, or the operation of government, except discovery in cases originally brought to 
preserve bona fide trade secrets or other intangible property rights.78 
  
Under the terms of Rule 76a, court records constitute documents filed in the record of a civil case, even if the documents 
contain trade secrets, including documents filed in connection with substantive motions and exhibits admitted into evidence, 
or even proffered, at trial.79 Some unfiled discovery could also constitute court records, namely discovery “concerning 
matters that have a probable adverse effect upon the [public’s] general health or safety.”80 While Rule 76a(2)(c) contains a 
trade secrets exception for unfiled discovery in cases “originally initiated to preserve bona fide trade secrets or other 
intangible property rights,” the Texas Supreme Court has yet to define the parameters of this exception.81 
  
To the extent that documents constitute court records under Rule 76a, they cannot be sealed by a protective order unless the 
requirements of Rule 76a are satisfied. Thus, in order to have a court record sealed, a trade secrets owner must show all of the 
following: 

(a) a specific, serious and substantial interest which clearly outweighs: 
  
  
(1) [the] presumption of openness; 
  
(2) any probable adverse effect that sealing will have upon the general public health or safety; 
  
(b) no less restrictive means than sealing records will adequately and effectively protect the specific interest asserted.82 *368 
Fortunately for trade secrets owners, a trade secret can constitute “a specific, serious and substantial interest” justifying 
restrictions on public access.83 The Texas Supreme Court has held that: 



 

 

even if a trade secret produced under a protective order is later determined to be a court record, this does 
not necessarily mean that the information must be made public. Rule 76a allows the information to 
remain sealed upon a showing that it meets the criteria specified in Rule 76a(1). That a document 
contains trade secret information is a factor to be considered in applying this sealing standard.84 

  
  
This concept of a trade secrets exception to the presumption of public access is not novel or unique to Texas. Decades ago, 
the United States Supreme Court stated that the public does not have an absolute right of access to judicial records. In Nixon 
v. Warner Communications, Inc.,85 the Court held that the public was not absolutely entitled to copy certain tape recordings 
central to the Watergate scandal for commercial purposes.86 The Court observed: 

It is uncontested, however, that the right to inspect and copy judicial records is not absolute. Every court 
has supervisory power over its own records and files, and access has been denied where court files might 
have become a vehicle for improper purposes. For example, the common-law right of inspection has 
bowed before the power of a court to insure that its records are not used to gratify private spite or 
promote public scandal through the publication of the painful and sometimes disgusting details of a 
divorce case. Similarly, courts have refused to permit their files to serve as reservoirs of libelous 
statements for press consumption, or as sources of business information that might harm a litigant’s 
competitive standing.87 In Texas, Rule 76a is a means to restrict public access to court records. Thus, 
trade secrets owners who rely on protective orders that do not meet the requirements of Rule 76a could 
find themselves lacking full protection from public disclosure. 

  
  

C. The “Gap” 

Even if protective orders and Rule 76a sealing orders are entered in a particular case, those protections still may not go far 
enough in preventing public disclosure of trade secrets. The protections afforded by these types of orders potentially 
leave--for lack of a better term--a “gap.” The gap occurs when oral testimony concerning the trade secrets takes place during 
a trial or hearing and when trade secrets are *369 publicly revealed in demonstratives and graphics in open court. Traditional 
protective orders do not cover the disclosure of trade secrets during a hearing or trial; Rule 76a, by its terms, does not apply 
to live testimony or visual presentations in open court. Only court orders that restrict public access to the courtroom in these 
scenarios will fill this gap. 
  
Although there is not a single reported decision in Texas on point, neither the practitioner nor Texas courts should be deterred 
from considering restrictions on public access to civil trials. Litigants should request that courts close courtrooms to the 
public when appropriate, and courts should grant such requests when circumstances would involve the revelation of trade 
secrets in otherwise presumptively open courtrooms. 
  

IV. Closing the Courtroom at Trial 

Just as the United States Supreme Court has recognized that the public right of access to judicial records can be restricted to 
protect a litigant’s competitive posture, the Court also has recognized that the public’s right to attend trials can be restricted 
to preserve trade secrets.88 In fact, lower federal courts have closed courtrooms to prevent the disclosure of trade secrets, 
while other courts have posited closure as a viable option.89 While only a few courts have enunciated guidelines for 
considering closure requests, these courts have established guidelines with a framework that may be easily adapted in Texas 
courts. 
  

A. Federal Precedent 

Two decisions, In re Iowa Freedom of Information Council90 and Publicker Industries, Inc. v. Cohen,91 merit special attention 
by Texas courts faced with requests to close courtrooms during trials involving trade secrets. Both of these federal appellate 
opinions attempt to flesh out standards to guide lower courts in situations involving trade secrets, although both cases 
recognize the need to decide such *370 requests on the specific facts of the case. In Iowa Freedom of Information Council, an 
attorney represented a plaintiff in a wrongful death lawsuit against Procter & Gamble (P&G).92 During discovery, the attorney 



 

 

signed a non-disclosure agreement covering the confidential information P&G would produce in the case, and the district 
court entered a protective order based on the parties’ agreement.93 Despite the non-disclosure agreement and protective order, 
the attorney sold several confidential documents to other attorneys prosecuting similar cases against P&G.94 In response, 
P&G filed a contempt action against the attorney.95 
  
During the contempt hearing, P&G requested that the judge close the courtroom to the public because part of the testimony 
would reveal P&G’s trade secrets.96 An attorney representing the media protested and asked the district court to make an 
initial determination of the existence of trade secrets in the case.97 The judge denied the media’s request, closed the 
courtroom, and ordered that the transcript be sealed.98 Representatives of the Iowa press filed a petition for mandamus 
seeking to compel the district court to unseal the hearing transcript.99 The Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals denied the petition, 
finding that the district court did not abuse its discretion.100 The court also provided guidance on how courts should rule on 
future motions to close the courtroom.101 
  
First, the petitioners argued that the district court erred by refusing to consider the media’s objections prior to closing the 
courtroom.102 While the Eighth Circuit agreed that the judge was “too precipitate” in closing the hearing without permitting 
the press to air its grievances, the court held that the error was harmless on the facts of the case.103 According to the court, 
“trade secrets were in fact involved, and ... substantial damage to P&G’s property rights in these secrets would have occurred 
*371 had the hearing not been closed.”104 Moreover, the court found that “no reasonable alternative existed to closure, 
sufficient to protect these property rights.”105 
  
Second, the petitioners argued that the district court erred in closing the courtroom without first determining whether trade 
secrets were actually present in the case.106 The Court of Appeals reasoned that the normal requirement of prior findings 
justifying closure cannot be applied literally in the context of trade secrets: 

Trade secrets are a peculiar kind of property. Their only value consists in their being kept private. If they 
are disclosed or revealed, they are destroyed. Therefore, it makes no sense to say that a determination 
whether trade secrets are involved should be made in open court, with the hearing to be later closed only 
if the determination is that they are involved. For in order to make this very determination, the Court 
must consider the information that one of the parties claims constitutes a trade secret, and the damage to 
that party that may occur if the claimed secrets are revealed. We do not see, as a practical matter, how 
this kind of decision can be made without at least some limited initial in camera consideration.107 

  
  
Therefore, under Iowa Freedom of Information Council, once a court determines that trade secrets are involved in a case, two 
findings are paramount to justify closing the courtroom. First, the court must determine if a trade secrets owner’s property 
rights would be damaged if the courtroom remains open.108 Second, the court must determine if there are any reasonable 
alternatives to closure that are sufficient to protect the owner’s property rights.109 If not, then the courtroom should be closed. 
  
The appellate court’s opinion in Publicker Industries, Inc. v. Cohen110 envisions similar findings prior to closing the 
courtroom to the public. Publicker Industries involved a proxy fight among corporate shareholders, and one issue before the 
district court was whether to close the courtroom during a preliminary injunction hearing. The motion for preliminary 
injunction required the court to determine whether certain confidential business information had to be disclosed to the 
corporate shareholders.111 The judge closed the entire preliminary injunction hearing because the judge found that allowing 
the press to attend the hearing would usurp the judicial function of determining whether or not the information should be 
revealed to the shareholders.112 
  
*372 The press appealed, claiming that the closure by the district court “deprived them of their common law and First 
Amendment rights of access to a civil trial without due process of law.”113 On review, the United States Court of Appeals for 
the Third Circuit held that public access to civil court proceedings could be limited when an important countervailing interest 
is shown. Specifically, the record must demonstrate “an overriding interest based on findings that closure is essential to 
preserve higher values and is narrowly tailored to serve that interest.”114 Thus, the Court of Appeals found that a litigant’s 
interest in safeguarding trade secrets may be sufficient to satisfy the first part of the test.115 
  
On the facts of the case, the Court of Appeals held that the district judge acted properly in excluding the public from the part 
of the hearing that concerned whether certain “sensitive” information should be kept confidential.116 However, the court found 
that the judge erred in excluding the public from the remainder of the hearing because no findings supported the continued 
closure of the hearing. Thus, the closure order was not narrowly tailored to advance the interests articulated.117 Although the 



 

 

court in Publicker Industries found that the judge improperly excluded the public from the entire injunction hearing, the case 
squarely supports restrictions on public access to the trade secrets portions of civil trials. 
  

B. Rule 76a by Analogy 

The standards for closing a courtroom set forth in Iowa Freedom of Information Council and Publicker Industries hinge on, 
first, the existence of an important property interest in information and, second, an order narrowly tailored to protect that 
interest. These two elements should be familiar to practitioners who have had occasion to deal with a request to seal court 
records under Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 76a. In Texas, court records can be sealed only when there is a showing of a 
specific, serious, and substantial interest that clearly outweighs the presumption of openness and any probable adverse effect 
on the public’s health or safety, e.g., an important property right.118 In addition, there must be a showing that no means less 
*373 restrictive than sealing will adequately protect that interest, i.e., narrow tailoring.119 Therefore, the showing required by 
Rule 76a as a prerequisite to sealing court records readily lends itself to requests to close courtrooms. 
  
Applying Rule 76a by analogy in this circumstance makes sense. Assuming that the Rule 76a showing must be made before a 
trial transcript can be sealed, it would be a strange law that required a different showing to restrict contemporaneous public 
access to the very trial for which the transcript is the verbatim record.120 In other words, there is little logic in having one 
standard for sealing records and an entirely different standard for closing a courtroom. The same words must be protected 
from public dissemination, whether they are printed on paper or spoken in court. 
  
The Honorable David W. Evans of the 193rd Judicial District Court for Dallas County recently visited this issue in Alcatel 
USA, Inc. v. Samsung Electronics Co., Cause No. 96-08262-L.121 Judge Evans granted the plaintiffs’ request to close the 
courtroom during portions of a trade secrets misappropriation trial.122 Among the numerous orders Judge Evans entered 
during the pre-trial hearings was an order that closely parallels Rule 76a. The order provided, in relevant part, that: 

prior to sealing an exhibit or transcript, or exclusion of anyone from the courtroom during any 
proceeding, the party moving to seal must establish a specific, serious and substantial interest in the 
exhibit, transcript or presentation that outweighs the presumption of openness that generally attaches to 
court records and court proceedings by either (1) demonstrating the probable existence of a trade secret 
in, or embodied in whole or in part in, the exhibit, transcript or presentation which has not been publicly 
disclosed or by (2) demonstrating other privileged interest in, or embodied in whole or in part in, the 
exhibit, transcript or presentation which has not been publicly disclosed which must be protected by 
closure in order to preserve the value of such privilege.123 

  
  
The Dallas Morning News (“The News”) intervened in the case. Both The News and the defendants in the underlying 
misappropriation lawsuit filed mandamus petitions in the Dallas Court of Appeals challenging, inter alia, the various 
restrictions placed by Judge Evans on public access to the trade secrets portions of the trial. In unpublished decisions, the 
Dallas Court of Appeals denied the petitions, *374 finding that the lower court had not abused its discretion.124 The 
defendants in the underlying lawsuit also sought mandamus relief in the Texas Supreme Court, but the petition was denied.125 
While denials of mandamus petitions have no precedential value, the fact that a Texas court has restricted public access to a 
trial in the interest of preserving trade secrets should be welcome news for trade secrets owners. 
  
The decision by Judge Evans to close the courtroom with reference to Rule 76a, while certainly a legal bellwether, is not a 
departure from Texas law. Texas Rule of Evidence 507 requires that when trade secrets must be disclosed during litigation, 
the trial judge “shall take such protective measure as the interests of the holder of the privilege and of the parties and the 
furtherance of justice may require.”126 Examples of protective measures contemplated by Rule 507 include sealing testimony, 
taking trade secret testimony in camera, and placing those present during the taking of such testimony under oath not to 
disclose the trade secrets.127 Therefore, closing the courtroom during trade secret testimony is a necessary adjunct of the trade 
secrets privilege in Texas. 
  

V. Conclusion 

Trade secrets owners should be aware that a potential by-product of trade secrets litigation is the destruction of valuable, 
intangible property rights. While several other protections exist to protect these property rights, closing the courtroom may be 



 

 

necessary when traditional protective orders and Rule 76a sealing orders will not prevent the public disclosure of trade 
secrets in open court. Federal law clearly allows courts to close judicial proceedings in the interest of preserving trade secrets, 
and, despite the lack of reported precedent in the State, Texas courts are also well equipped to handle closure requests by 
reference to federal precedent, Texas Rule of Evidence 507, and Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 76a. Litigants should request 
that courtrooms be closed to the public when necessary to protect their trade secrets because Texas courts are ready to forge 
this new, but certainly not uncharted, legal ground. 
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